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ABSTRAC

Ne study the quantum relativistic Coulomb excitation

process including recoil effects in the plane «ave Bom approxi-

mation. Quantum and relativistic recoil effects allow for

relatively large transverse momentum transfers, usually

neglected ' . This speci lc feature is shown to modify the

angular distribution of Coulomb induced fission fragmentation

in an essential manner. In contrast «lth usual treatments we

that our results compare favourably with recent data .
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Recent studies of reiativistic uranium bean in

emulsions reveal that approximately 700 mb of the total cross

section corresponds to the so called clean fission events» i.e.,

events in which only two heavy fragment are observed . A

natural explanation for these events is the Coulomb excitation

of the projectile. Recent calculations*8* using the conventional

semiclassical theories underestimate the experimental cross

section by a factor of seven. However, the most intriguing

fact with respect to this dat* is the angular distribution,

which exhibits a peak at zero degree in the Uranium rest frame,

(2)
This also cannot be reproduced by the available theories .

Based on such calculations , it has been suggested that some

new unknown mechanism could be responsible for the observed

clean fission phenomena.

To our knowledge, every treatment of the Coulomb

excitation mechanism (quantum as well as semiclassical )

neglects recoil effects. In this letter, we derive the

relativistlc quantum Coulomb excitation cross section including

recoil effects. The exchange of a virtual photon together with

recoil efiects drastically alter the clean fission angular

distribution and quantitatively modify its total cross section

as compared to those without recoil. Our result seems to be

compatible with experiment.

we consider the excitation mechanism indicated In

fig. l. The corresponding amplitude reads



and J (x) is the nuclear current operator, where DF(x-y)

is the Feynman propagator for the electromagnetic field. In

general it is a rather difficult and delicate problem to define

the nuclear state IAP
A) «hen Pft is relativistic. This is

because the nucleus is an extended object and the relativistic

boost involves intrinsically the dynamical response of the

nucleus. However, for the case of the Coulomb scattering

oroc*ss, we «ay assume that the momentum transfer AP « P1 -P

is always non-relatlvistic. in such a case, from the Lorentz

invariance of t̂ e theory» «re can express the current matrix

element in terms of well established non-relativistic nuclear

physics terminoiooy. Let A(p^) b e t n e Lorent* transformation

matrix fro» the rest frame of A to the system with momentum

whete



is cne Momentum transfer as seen by an observer in the rest

frame of A . With the help of the Fourier decomposition of the

Feynman propagato? ard assuming that the nuclear current Is a

sum of local operators we get, after separating the center of

mass coordinate

C V A* <.*»"> F/C f O

where

(5)

the kets |E£> , 1̂ *̂) correspond to the intrinsic excited

and ground state of nucleus A respectively, q^ is given by

the spatial part of eq. (3), V is the normalization volume in

eq. (*) .

Collecting all factors and integrating the energy

momentum conserving ©-function, we get for the Coulomb excitation

cross section in the limit of small excitation energies

(6)
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- h e r e

(7)

and

(8)

^
_L - E" /

* h

(5

with

(10)

E*

Y is the torenti factor of the Incident nucleus with

velocity 6 .

Expression (6) is the aaln result of this letter.

The first thing to note is the li»it of no excitation when it

becomes a sleple «atter to check that the Rutherford cross

section is recovered. It is worthwhile to discuss at this

point so«e essential differences with the se»ir:\assical

expression for the Coulomb excitation «echanis* at relativistic

energies0 f5):
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a) I"» the cases where excitations are important, one can

still recover the factorized semlclassical expression from eq

(6) provided

* (•

e* \*

In non-relatIvistic Coulomb excitation processes

this condition is easily satisfied, since most of the contri-

bution to the cross section will come from finite deflection

angles. However, in the relativistic limit, this will not be

the case, for

(13)

and this is of the same order as j>— , showing thus that

the ractorication assumption becomes a delicate matter for

these deflection angles.

b) The angular distribution of the clean fission fragments

will be completely different from the one obtained neglecting

recoil effects (5p-0): the first term on the r.h.s. of eq. (7)

involves the transition operator given by the Fourier transform

of the charge density. This excites the nuclear state |E*>

in the direction of Q A . When 6p is set to zero qfl is

almost perpendicular to the incident beam direction so that
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excited state should also fission in this direction. On

e other hand if we include recoil effects tp~ 10 MeV the

irentun transfer for small angle scattering will be almost

raUel to the beam direction (see Fig. 2a), yielding the

pos^te result. When the momentum transfer becomes large with

spec*, to 6p , the main contribution will come from the second

r* on the r.h.s. of eq. (7), as will be shown later. In this

se the nuclear excitation is induced by the transverse component

I the current density with respect lo qft . Therefore the

larization is perpendicular to qft (see Fig.?*), yielding

a>n fission fragments parallel to the beam direction. This

«plains the experimental angular distribution* .

c) In the semiclassical calculations, due to the on shell

a urs of the trajectories, the transverse momentum transfer

e*TI ^s always limited to very small values and therefore

eglerted. In this quantum treatment» there is no such a

estrlction. In particular relatively large (-200 Hev/c)

ran-.verse «omenturn transfers can contribute to the observed

lean fission «vents. This fact invalidates the usual simple

stimates using a «ultipole expansion and related sum rules.

In order to compare our results for the total cress

ectlon to the ones obtained In ref. (8) we consider small

omenturn transfers (F»T < 60 HeV/c) where the second term can be

afely neglected. He calculate the contributions from dipole
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{ o)

and quadrupole transitions using Tassie's model t assuming

for simplicity a spherical nucleus «here the radial derivative

of the density distribution — is approximately by a Gaussian

of width a = 1 fm centered at the nuclear radius R. we get

<r *
(f? )

7 j

t- AX

»*•

f W
where

, GC.4 Ç^
l°4 fw*

-*%

and TL is the laboratory kinetic energy of the projectile.
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The factors B(EI) and B(E2) appear as a

consequence of the normalization of the transition densities

to the respective sum rule for low momentum transfers. The

angular integration limit is essentially connected to the

maximum allowed transverse momentum transfer involved in the

process.

(16)

The ictal cross section for clean fission events in emulsion

is given by an average of equations (IA) and (15) over the

various target nuclei multiplied by a fission branching ratio

rf/r which we assume to be 0.25 . In fig. 3 we plot the

calculated total cross section of the events in the emulsion

as a function of PT . Tor values of PT up to 60 MeV/c, the

total cross section is increased by a factor of 3 at least as

compared to the corresponding values in ref. 8. Note the

saturation of the calculated contribution at PT - 60 Mev/c .

Therefore after this value the main contribution comes from the

second term. Our estimate is certainly conservative: in the

most favourable experimental conditions, the cnpianarlty claimed

in the measurement of the clean fission events cannot rule out

P? as large as several hundred HeV/c. for such high values of

PJt excitation mechanisms leading to fission other than the

dipole or quactrupole excitations should be taken into account,
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as, e.g. the photoabsorption by a correlated neutron-proton

oalr. In this region the fission branching ratio should also

be increased.

For heavy ion collisions, it might be important to

study the higher order correction in (aZjZj). A straightforward

generalization of the usual field theoretical eikonal approximation

to include nuclear excitations allows for a derivation of a

closed form expression for the cases when only one transition

matrix element is Involved*12). as illustrated in Fig. 4, This

corresponds to a OWBA type of treatment and therefore is not

expected to change the present result quantitatively. Higher

order corrections with respect to transition matrix elements

for collective modes should decrease as (~) , where 60 Is

the amplitude of the collective density oscillation.

The mechanism proposed in this letter gives a

natural explanation Tor highly asymmetric events in heavy ion

collisions, which have actually been observed. This could occur

via the transfer of high momenta induced by the virtual photon.

It is interesting to note that this asymmetric events have a

close analogy with diffractive dissociation processes observed

in high energy hadron-hadron collisions. We might therefore

classify the highly asymmetric heavy ion events as Coulomb

diffractive dissociations. Work along these lines is in

progress.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

rig. i - Feynman diagram for the first order relativistic

Coulomb escitation.

fig. 2 - Scheaetlc illustration of the momentum transfer

direction, a) The case «p > PT . b) The case

6p << PT .

fig. 3 - Total cross section for clebn fission events in

nuclear emulsion plates due to Coulomb excitation.

P. is the maximum value for the transverse momentum

transfer.

rig. 4 - Higher order elastic correction, where the nuclear

excitation takes place at only one of the vertices.
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